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3CX Phone System 16SC inc 1 year Maintenance (3CXPS16)

Product Name: 3CX Phone System 16SC inc 1 year Maintenance (3CXPS16)

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: 3CXPS16

Please Note: This product has been discontinued. Please see the 3CX IP PBX Standard Edition
Annual - 16 simultaneous calls (3CXPSSPLA12M16).

3CX Phone System 16SC inc 1-year Maintenance (3CXPS16)
The 3CX IP PBX Phone System Standard Perpetual Lifetime License is a software-based IP
phone system that works with SIP standard based IP Phones, SIP trunks and VoIP gateways to
provide a full PBX solution. The Standard Edition of 3CX supports between 8 - 1,024
simultaneous calls. this product as standard comes includes 16 simultaneous calls, to change
your Simultaneous call requirements please select from the drop-down menu above.
Features

ï¿½ Easier to install &amp; manage via web-based configuration interface
ï¿½ IP Phone Management
ï¿½ Number of Simultaneous calls - 8 - 1,024
ï¿½ Web conferencing 10 participants
ï¿½ Call Reporting, queuing and recording
ï¿½ Unlimited Extensions

Offering a complete set of Unified Communications features, 3CX makes the installation,
management and maintenance of phone systems easy.More and more businesses are switching
to VoIP (Voice Over IP) to carry their telephony traffic and are realising substantial cost savings on
calls and hardware combined with much greater flexibility and improved features. A key part of
any VoIP solution is the PBX ie. the part that actually accepts and routes calls, provides music on
hold, option menus, voicemail, call queues etc.
3CX VoIP PBX is a software-based IP PBX that replaces the traditional proprietary hardware PBX.
3CX is fully SIP-compliant - making it easier to manage and allowing you to use any SIP phone
(software or hardware).
Combined with a SIP Provider for low call charges and/or a VoIP Gateway device to integrate
existing lines, 3CX offers a complete telephony solution that is easy to install and manage with a
very low total cost of ownership whilst being scalable and upgradeable as your future
requirements dictate. A software-based IP PBX / PABX offers numerous benefits:-

ï¿½ No need for separate phone wiring - phones use computer network
ï¿½ Easier to install &amp; manage via web-based configuration interface
ï¿½ A software-based IP PBX is far less expensive then a hardware-based PBX / PABX
ï¿½ Employees can move offices without requiring any changes in the wiring or IP PBX
configuration
ï¿½ Choose from the many SIP based hardware phones instead of getting locked in with one
vendor
ï¿½ Receive &amp; Make calls via the standard PSTN using VOIP Gateways
ï¿½ Save on call costs using any SIP VOIP service or WAN

 

ï¿½  3CX Downloads
ï¿½ 3CX Product Tour
ï¿½ Benefits of an IP PBX
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ï¿½ Case Studies
ï¿½ 3CX Reviews
ï¿½ 3CX FAQs
ï¿½ Entering License Key
ï¿½ 3CX Skype Gateway
ï¿½ 3CX Related Presentations
ï¿½ 3CX Technical Presentations

Price: £924.00
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